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Integrated 
Telecommunication  Architectures  for the Long-Term)  project 
has  defined,  implemented  and- demonstrated  an  Open 
Distributed  Telecommunication  Architecture  (ODTA)  for 
deploying, managing and using a set of heterogeneous  multi- 
media, multi-party,  and mobility services. The architecture was 
based on the latest specifications released by TINA-C. 
The architecture was challenged in a set of trials by means of 
a  heterogeneous  set of  applications.  Some of the applications 
were developed within  the project  from  scratch,  while  some 
others  focussed  on  integrating  commercially  available 
applications. The applications were selected in such a way as to 
assure full  coverage  of  the architecture implementation  and 
reflect a realistic use of  it.‘”he  VITAL experience of  refming 
and  implementing  TINA specifications  and  challenging  the 
resulting platform by a heterogeneous set of services has proven 
the  openness, flexibility and reusability of TINA. 
This paper describes the VITAL approach when choosing the 
different services and how they challenge and interact with the 
architecture, focussing specially on the Service Architecture and 
the Ret Reference Point  definitions.  The VITAL  adjustments 
and enhancements to the TINA architecture are described. This 
paper contributes to prove that the TINA-based VITAL ODTA 
allows for easy and cost-effective development and depleyment 
of advanced end-user and operator services, and can indeed act 
as the basis for a virtual market place for telecommunications 
services. 
I  INTRODUCTION 
The TINA consortium had released the latest specifications 
by the end of 1997. The last VITAL prototype, developed in 
1998,  followed  these  specifications  and  thereby  it 
implemented and validated the latest TINA concepts. VITAL 
did  not just  accomplish  its  initial  objective  of  validating 
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TINA,  but  also  contributed  to  the  completion  of  the 
specifications, the clarification of  the behaviour behind the 
TINA objects and to showing that actually TINA is flexible 
enough to embrace different kinds of services across different 
domains. From the business perspective, the latter is probably 
the most important contribution of the VITAL project to the 
TINA world.. 
This paper is mainly focussed on  the access and service 
session concepts and the different services that make use, in a 
flexible manner,  of all or  some of the generic capabilities 
offered by the TINA session model. Areas such as Terminal 
Mobility,  Subscription  Management,  Configuration  and 
Connection  Management  have  also  been  addressed  in 
VITAL, but are not further elaborated within this paper. 
In summary, the paper is structured as follows:  Section 2 
presents the Service Architecture and its relationship with the 
TINA business model. The most important design decisions 
and the major differences and enhancements related to TINA 
are also explained. In  Section 3 the VITAL  approach when 
choosing the different services is described and in Section 4 
the  services are  presented  with  special  emphasis on  the 
description  of  the  integration  process  of  two  existing 
commercial  applications,  MicrosoftCO  NetMeetingTM  and 
htemet Conference Service. 
11.  VITAL SERVICE  ARCHITECTURE 
A.  Overview 
The VITAL Service Architecture implementation consists 
of an access session subsystem, a service session subsystem 
and  a  subscription  management  subsystem.  The  access 
session  represents  a  secure  relationship  between  one 
Consumer and one Retailer. A Consumer needs to have an 
access  session  established  before  he  can  engage  in  any 
service session. The service session represents an instance of 
a  specific service and  can  involve a  Retailer, a  3d Party 
Service Provider and a number of Consumers. In the VITAL 
implementation, the  3& Party  Service Provider  role  is not 
supported; all services are provided directly by  the Retailer 
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session,  an  access  session  needs  to  be  established  and 
associated with the referred service session. The subscription 
subsystem  comprises  all  management  functions  needed  in 
order  to  define  service  offerings,  administer  service 
subscribers and service end-users, and manage the details of 
service  provisioning.  It  is  accessible  via  both  an  off-line 
subscription application (by a Retailer representative) and an 
on-line  subscription  application, implemented  as  a  single- 
user management service. This paper further elaborates the 
access and service session subsystems. 
In  summary, VITAL adopted the TINA business model, 
supporting the following business roles: Consumers as end- 
users,  subscribers and terminal  providers;  several  federated 
Retailers and several non-federated Connectivity Providers. 
B  Access Session Implementation 
This  subsection  summarises  the  major  access  session 
procedures supported by the VITAL implementation. 
The  first  set  of  procedures  is  related  to  the  life-cycle 
management of the access sessions themselves.  Creation of 
an access session needs to be initiated by the Consumer. Only 
named  access,  which  requires  user  authentication  is 
supported.  The  implemented  authentication  is  based  on  a 
simple  username  and  password  verification, but  this  can 
easily be replaced by another mechanism by substituting the 
authentication  server.  A  Consumer  can  be  involved  in 
multiple access sessions with the same Retailer at the same 
time, where each access session is terminated on a different 
end-user terminal. The Consumer can get an overview of all 
these access sessions, together with an indication of the end- 
user  terminal  terminating  each  access  session.  Three 
scenarios  are supported  for  deletion  of  an  access  session: 
request the deletion of the current access session, request the 
deletion  of  all access  sessions between this Consumer  and 
Retailer, or request the deletion of a list of particular access 
sessions between them. As  such, the Consumer can control 
fiom  within  one  access  session  the  life  cycle  of  another 
access session. 
A second set of procedures  is related to management  of 
service subscriptions. The consumer  can request  to list all 
services offered by a  Retailer or  list only those services to 
which  he is subscribed. On-line subscription to services is 
possible in  the VITAL system, but it is implemented as a 
separate -management- service, not  as a part  of the access 
session procedures. 
A third set of procedures is related to the control of the 
service sessions that are associated with an access session. 
The Consumer can request the creation of a new  service 
session, receive invitations for joining  a service session and 
join a service session to which a Consumer has been invited 
or which has been publicly announced. It  is also possible to 
register a terminal to receive invitations outside of an access 
session.  When  the  Consumer  is  invited  to join  a  service 
session,  the  invitation  will  be  delivered  to  all  registered 
terminals,  independently  of  whether  these  terminals  are 
currently involved in an access session or not. Therefore, it is 
not required to be  involved in a prior access session, to be 
filly  aware  of  incoming  service  session  invitations.  The 
Consumer can at any time retrieve the list of nmning service 
sessions he has been invited to or which have been publicly 
announced.  He  can also request the deletion  of any of the 
service sessions associated to the access session. When the 
Consumer is involved in multiple access sessions at the same 
time, he can monitor the status of service sessions related to 
any of his access sessions fiom within any other of his access 
sessions.  He  can  even  decide  to  delete  a  service  session 
associated  to  one  of  these  access  sessions  fiom  within 
another  access session. When  an access session  is deleted, 
there are two options to determine what has to happen with 
the service sessions associated with it: either the participation 
of the Consumer in all these service sessions is ended, or all 
the service sessions are deleted completely. The last case may 
be degraded to the first one, if the deletion of the complete 
service session is not allowed. 
C.  Service Session Implementation 
This  subsection  summarises  the  major  service  session 
procedures supported by the VITAL implementation. At the 
usage part of the Ret reference point, VITAL implements all 
TINA Session Model feature sets (FS). 
The Basic FS is the only feature set which is required, i.e. 
it needs  to be  supported  by  every  service  implementation. 
This feature set is required to enable a Consumer to request 
to end a service session and to allow a Retailer to inform a 
Consumer that a service session has been ended. 
The Voting FS is of no use on its own, but it is always to 
be used in conjunction with any of the *Ind Feature Sets (see 
further).  Most  functions  which  are  requested  fiom  the 
Retailer  are  potentially  susceptible  of  voting,  i.e.  other 
Consumers involved in the service instance have  a right to 
vote  on whether  or not  the Retailer  is allowed to actually 
process  the requested  function. The  Voting  feature set  is 
required to enable a Consumer to issue a vote and to allow a 
Retailer to inform a Consumer about the outcome of a voting 
procedure. Within the VITAL implementation, abstention of 
voting,  i.e.  not  voting  within  a  predefined  time  fiame,  is 
interpreted  as a  positive  vote.  Only  vote  by  unanimity  is 
supported, i.e. as soon as one of the Consumers with a right 
to vote issues a negative vote, the requested operation will be 
denied. 
The Multiparty FS  allows the service to support having 
more than one Consumer involved  in a service session. On 
one hand, it enables a Consumer to invite other users to join 
the  service  session,  delete  other  users  fiom  the  service 
session and retrieve information on other users involved in 
the service session. On the other hand, it enables a Retailer to 
inform a Consumer that he has been deleted from the service 
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or have been  deleted  fiom the service session. The related 
Multipartyhd FS  allows  the service to support  voting on 
functions, which are part of the Multiparty feature set. It also 
allows the Retailer to inform the Consumer that a request has 
been received to invite a user, to join the service instance or 
to have a user deleted fiom the service instance. 
The Streambinding FS  allows the service to support  the 
establishment of information  streams between  the different 
user terminals.  It  supports streams with topologies ranging 
fiom  the  simplest  point-to-point  to  the  most  complex 
multipoint-to-multipoint configurations. When the service is 
deployed  on  top  of  a  connection-oriented  network,  these 
information streams will be realised by  setting up end-to-end 
connections (and possibly control of special resources, such 
as  video  bridges  or  media  converters).  The  VITAL 
demonstrator supports both connection-oriented  (ATM) and 
connection-less  (IP) based  transport networks.  This feature 
set allows the Consumer to  request  the creation  of  a  new 
stream,  deliver  endpoints  for  it,  invite  other  users  to 
participate in the stream (i.e. to deliver an endpoint for the 
stream) and delete users fiom it (i.e. to remove the endpoints 
delivered by those users). The Consumer can also remove his 
own  endpoints from  the  stream  and  delete  the  complete 
stream. Additionally, by  using this feature set, the Retailer 
can inform the Consumer that he has been added or removed 
to/fiom the stream or the stream he was attached to has been 
deleted completely. It is possible to tell him that a new stream 
has been created, endpoints have been added to/deleted from 
a  stream,  or  a  stream  has  been  deleted.  The  related 
Streambmdinghd FS allows the service to support voting on 
streambinding related  functions  and  allows  the Retailer  to 
inform  a  Consumer  about  streambinding  related 
modifications to the session. 
The ControlSR FS allows the service to establish control 
relationships between  the users  and objects  in  the  service 
instance, such as other users or streams. In general, it allows 
to  express  the  control  rights  that  users  have  to  change 
something into  the  service  instance  (such  as  add  users, 
remove  streams,...),  which  are  referred  to  as  ’Write’ 
permissions, and the rights that users have to view something 
in the service instance (such as view that a new user has been 
added, that a stream has been added,...), which are referred to 
as ‘Read’ permissions.  By  setting the correct relationships, 
the ControlSR feature set implementation will take care of all 
necessary  checks  (such  as  who  is  to  receive  a  certain 
indication  or  information).  The  related  ControlSRInd  FS 
allows  the  service to  support  voting  on  controlSR  related 
functions and allows the Retailer to inform a Consumer about 
controlSR  related modifications to the session. 
All  VITAL  service  implementations  are  based  on  the 
TINA Session Model implementation. As such, the software 
for  adding  parties,  joining  sessions,  managing 
streambindings, ... is completely identical in all services. This 
has resulted  in  a reduced  time for  developing and  testing 
service  implementations and  a  much  more  stable  set  of 
service  implementations, because  the  same  software  is 
executed for the common behavioural part of all services. For 
a  number  of  services,  the  TINA  Session  Model 
implementation proved to be sufficiently rich to support all 
service requirements.  This is  for  example the case for the 
Conference services.  However,  the  implementation  of  the 
feature  sets  can  be  easily  extended  with  service-specific 
feature sets as well,  as is  done by  the TINA NetMeeting 
service implementation [  1  11.  Two approaches are possible for 
the latter: either the behaviour  of the service is realised by 
inheriting  at  implementation  level  fiom  the  generic 
component  implementing the  different  feature  sets,  or  the 
service is implemented  as a  separate software component 
which interacts with the generic component through CODA 
interactions. All services in VITAL have been realised using 
the inheritance approach, except  for the TINA NetMeeting 
service which uses the interaction approach. 
D.  Overview of Implemented Components 
Fig.  1 provides an overview of the computational objects 
involved in’  the access  and service session  implementation, 
which have been implemented in the VITAL system. 
The Provider  Agent  (PA) represents a  specific  Retailer 
within the Consumer domain. It  is the termination  point  of 
the access session procedures within the Consumer domain. 
The Initial Agent (IA) is the initial contact point within the 
Retailer domain to establish a new access session. It provides 
the interface reference to the User Agent, which will actually 
handle the access session. The latter is the counterpart of the 
PA within the Retailer domain: it represents a specific end- 
user  (Consumer)  within  the  Retailer  domain  and  it 
implements  the  termination  point  of  the  access  session 
procedures within the Retailer domain. The UA also manages 
the personal profile of the end-user. The User Agent Factory 
(UAF)  manages the  object  life  cycle of  User  Agents.  It 
installs/withdraws  a  UA  when  a  user  is  added to/removed 
fiom the Retailers database of users. The Peer Agent (PeerA) 
handles the service federation between Retailer domains (see 
also  next  session).  The  Service  Session  Manager  (SSM) 
implements the  logic  of  a  specific  service  in  the  service 
provider  domain. In  VITAL all  SSMs are implemented  on 
top of a service-common part, referred to as the GSC (Global 
Session Control), which is the implementation of the TINA 
Service Session model. The Service Factory (SF) controls the 
object  life cycle (creation, deletion) of  SSM objects for  a 
specific  service.  The  same  component  implementation  is 
reused for all VITALv3 services, which are realised using the 
inheritance approach. The service session User Application 
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Fig. 1. VITAL Access and Service Session Computational Objects 
(ssUAP) is the counterpart of the SSM within the Consumer 
domain: it implements the logic of a specific service in the 
service user  domain. The Announcement Manager  (AM) 
keeps track on the announcement of service sessions within 
the Retailer domain. 
E. 
PeerA object acts as a  dispatcher of the  invocations that 
cross more than one Retailer domain. Invitations and session 
announcements which  are global (i.e.  concern the whole 
community no matter which Retailer users are connected to) 
are propagated through the PeerA object. 
Major Enhancements to TINA Spec@catrons 
The  Retailer-to-Retailer (RtR)  reference  point  between 
Retailers,  which  allows service  federation across Retailer 
domains, has not yet  been  defined by the TINA-C. One of 
the  major  VITAL  inputs to  TINA,  is  the  definition  and 
implementation of  such  a  service  federation  mechanism. 
When  a  service session has been  created, it  is possible to 
invite a user who is subscribed to the service in a federated 
Retailer domain, which is different fkom the domain where 
the  service  session  is  running.  The  invited  user  can 
subsequently request  to join  the  session.  Users  can  also 
request to get  an  overview of globally announced service 
sessions in federated Retailer domains and can subsequently 
request to join such a session. To handle service federation 
only one additional component is required: the PeerA (see 
Fig. 2). When a Retailer X has a service federation contract 
with a Retailer Y,  a PeerAy is deployed in Retailer domain 
X,  while a PeerA,  is deployed in Retailer domain Y.  The 
two PeerA's create an access session between  each other to 
setup the trusted relationship. There is always a one-to-one 
relationship between two PeerA's. The accompanying figure 
illustrates the situation where three Retailers have  service 
federation contracts with each other. The interfaces offered 
by  the  PeerA  at  the  RtR  interface  have  been  realised 
completely  by  re-using  interfaces  attached  to  the  User 
Agent. 
When  a  PeerA  instance  is  created,  it  needs  to  be 
configured with at least the id of the Retailer in which the 
component is  deployed (local Retailer) and the id  of the 
Retailer with which it is federating V;ederated Retailer). The 
PeerA supported interfaces are represented in  Table 1. The 
Fig. 2. Service Federation 
Another  VITAL  enhancement,  is  its  implementation 
strategy  for  supporting  service  session  announcement by 
introducing one additional component, the Announcement 
Manager (AM). The impact of introducing this hctionality 
on already defined TINA components has been limited to a 
minimum.  The  VITAL  announcement  implementation 
supports  different  announcement  scopes:  local 
announcements are only visible within the Retailer domain, 
which executes the service session, global  announcements 
are  also  visible  within  federated  Retailer  domains.  The 
access session procedures provide a filtering mechanism to 
retrieve announcements of different scopes. The interfaces 
supported by the AM  object are represented in Table 2. 
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Client 
PeerA (in fed domain) 
PeerA (in fed domain) 
SSM 
AM 
UA 
IDL Interface Name 
ii-ProviderNamedAccess 
ii-Userlnvite 
ii-InvitationDelivery  I 
ii-Announcements 
ii-Join 
documents,  in  order  to  come  to  a  system  specification 
allowing interoperability. A limited number of bug  fixes to 
the  TINA  IDLs  have  been  identified,  because  of  some 
syntactic  or  semantic  shortcomings.  All  VITAL IDLs  are 
indeed very close to the TINA IDLs, with the exception of 
the  operations  related  to  the  streambinding  feature  sets. 
These  interfaces have  been  completely  revised.  The  Ret 
definition of these operations  was considered to be overly 
complex  and  their  semantics  were  not  unambiguously 
defined. The usage of a lot of parameters was unclear, while 
some information, which was certainly requ.ired, did not fit 
in the provided parameters. All modifications have been fed 
back  to  the  TINA  Service  Architecture  Reference  Point 
(SARP)  WorkGroup, who is responsible for maintaining the 
SA  related  specifications. We  expect  that  most  of  these 
modifications will indeed be incorporated in a new version 
of the TINA Ret  specification, which  is to be  released  in 
1999.  Furthermore,  these  specifications  will  also  be 
forwarded to OMG  as an  answer  to the  RFP  on  Service 
Access and Subscription. 
Client 
UA 
SSM 
111. THE  VITAL SERVICE  DEFINITION  CRITERIA 
VITAL, has defined a wide range of services, which have 
been selected according to a set of criteria in  order to assure 
the overall heterogeneity. First of all, every subsystem of the 
VITAL implementations needs to be challenged by at least 
one service. Also, at least one service needs to be provided 
to each  of the supported  business  roles.  Furthermore,  the 
selected  range  of  services  needs  to  cover  completely the 
following  service  topology:  Telecommunication  Services 
addressing  interactive  person-to-person  multimedia 
communications, Information Services addressing person-to- 
machine  multimedia  communications,  Management 
Services  addressing  management  aspects  rather  than  end- 
user usage aspects and Supplementay Services influencing 
the behaviour  of  other  services  (i.e. typically  the type  of 
services deployed  in current IN networks).  Some of these 
services may be pre-installed within the terminal, while for 
others the service-specific software, i.e. the SSUAP, should 
be dynamically downloadable when required. Services with 
a  symmetrical topology,  where  all service  users  have  the 
same  role  in  terms  .of  content  provisioning,  and  an 
asymmetrical topology,  where  there  is a  clear distinction 
between content provider and content consmk, need to be 
addressed. It is also very important that every feature set of 
the TINA session model is addressed by at least one service. 
In addition, examples of extending the generic TINA session 
model with service-specific feature sets need to be provided 
using both the interaction and the inheritance approaches. 
Services which are to be developed fiom scratch as well as 
services  which  are  realised  by  providing  wrappers  to 
existing  commercial  applications,  to  make  them  comply 
with  and  integrate within  the  TINA  service  architecture, 
need to be included. Finally,  in  order to exchange content 
-1DL Interface Name 
ii-ListAnnouncements 
ii-RegisterAnnouncements 
100 between  terminals,  different technologies  should be  used. 
These  technologies  encompass  IDL  invocations  for 
exchanging content, communicate content end-to-end using 
the  HTTP  protocol,  use  a  TCP  connection  between  the 
SSUAP components (i.e. the SSUAP components explicitly 
create  a  TCP  connection  between  themselves)  and  also 
communicate by using the streambinding mechanism, which 
will  result  in  the  connection  management  subsystem 
creation of an ATM, TCP or  UDP  connection between the 
end-user terminals. 
Table 5 in the annex to this paper reflects the mapping of 
the different services onto these criteria. This table proves 
that indeed all criteria have been addressed. 
IV. THE  VITAL SERVICES 
This section lists the services, which have been developed 
and integrated within the VITAL demonstrator. 
DVAC  (Desktop  Video-Audio Conference) is  a  typical 
multimedia  conference  service,  which  enables  users  to 
negotiate  and  establish  streams  of audio and  video.  This 
service uses the stream binding mechanism available in the 
VITAL session model. Several configurations are possible, 
such  as  a  Conference  configuration  -  every  participant 
senddreceives  information  to/fkom  all  other  users  (at the 
transport  level  this  is  supported  by  a  set  of  point-to- 
multipoint connections) - a Multicast configuration - every 
participant  receives  information  ftom  the communication 
creator (this configuration is realised at the transport level 
by  a  single  point-to-point  connection)  -  and  a  Lecture 
configuration - every participant receives information fkom 
the  communication  creator  (like  in  the  previous 
configuration) but the creator also receives information fiom 
all other participants (at the transport level this configuration 
is realised by one point-to-multipoint connection and a set of 
unidirectional  point-to-point  connections).  The  interesting 
issue about this service is, besides the ability of choosing the 
configuration, the capability of specifying a certain QoS and 
using the built-in negotiation capabilities of the architecture, 
in  order  to  define the  most  suitable  QoS  to  handle  the 
communication  session.  Depending  on  the  chosen  QoS, 
ATM  or  IP  transport  technology  is  selected.  Using  the 
separation provided by TINA between the service level and 
the  network  transport  level,  this  application  is  indeed 
prepared to run over any possible transport technology. 
TNA  NetMeeting  is  a  service  that  for  the  pure 
conferencing  features,  integrates  commercial  applications 
present on  the market based on the ITU H.323 standard: the 
Microsoft@ NetMeetingTM  for  the two-party  conferencing 
application, and  the  WhitePineTM  Meetingpoint MCU  for 
multi-point  support.  TINA  NetMeeting  extended  and 
enhanced  the  pure  commercial  application  features  by 
providing service session representation and control, multi- 
party  conferencing  support,  role-based  service  specific 
features and both pre-defined and user-definable conference 
types. 
TINA Internet Conference service uses different existent 
applications (adapted fkom  other FRAMEWORK projects - 
in  particular MECCANO). The basic tools used  in VITAL 
were a packet video tool (VIC), a packet audio tool (RAT), 
and  a  shared  whiteboard  tool  (Wl3).  All  these multi-way 
conference tools are designed to work with  both  multicast 
and unicast IP. 
Chat Service is a very simple downloadable service which 
allows to manage a real time textual conversation between 
several  participants.  It  can  be  used  on  its  own  or  in 
conjunction with any of the other services. 
Jukebox is a downloadable service that provides an audio 
file  archive  to  a  session.  When  a  file  is  selected,  it  is 
downloaded using a Java sound player. In this way,  using 
the http protocol and given the URL of the file, it is possible 
to hear audio files independently of the platform used and 
without the need for helper audio applications or plug-ins. 
Slide Show is a downloadable service that allows a group 
of users to see/show a set of images. The Slide Show owner 
retrieves the files ftom his local hard disk and when another 
user joins the session the files are transferred to him using a 
normal fkp. 
Digital Library is a downloadable service, which  allows 
different  forms  of  data to  be  structured  into  a  "virtual 
library"  and made  available to  other  users.  The  Library 
Provider starts a Digital Library session and either creates a 
new library or loads an existing one fkom  file. Library Users 
join a library session and can browse its contents, opting to 
borrow artefacts if desired. When an artefact is borrowed its 
data is transferred to the user's computer and can  then  be 
accessed.  Artefacts  are  accessed  using  the  MIME-type 
recognition capabilities of the browser to display the data in 
an appropriate way. 
User  Registration  is  characterised  in  VITAL  as  a 
supplementary  service.  It  offers the  user  the  ability to 
register one or more terminals in order to receive invitations 
even if the user has not  established an Access Session on 
that  terminal.  Only  terminals  supporting  the  Discrete 
Terminal  Mobility  (DTM)  capability  can  be  registered. 
These terminals can be connected and disconnected to/fkom 
any network access points of the (fixed) network. 
On-line  Subscription  and  W-line  Subscription  are 
management services, which  provide access to the service 
subscription  database.  Different  levels  of  permission  are 
supported: Retailer-level, Subscriber-level and User-level. 
Resource Coljiguration is another management service. It 
offers a graphical interface to the connectivity provider  in 
order  to  define,  query,  modify  and  in  general  manage 
Resource Configuration data. 
The  next  sections  describe  in  more  detail  the  two 
commercial  applications that  have  been  integrated in  the 
VITAL platform according to TINA principles. 
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It  is of paramount  importance for TINA to identify the 
areas, ways and methods to introduce TINA solutions within 
the most promising technologies, in particular the Internet. 
Services  on  the  Internet rely  on  Internet  applications, 
being software applications distributed between  clients and 
an Internet server relying on IP-based communication. 
The  TINA  NetMeeting  service  addresses  the  usage  of 
TINA solutions together with existing, commercial Internet 
applications,  in  order  to  point  out  an  integrated 
TINNInternet solution relying as much as possible on what 
the market is already offering. 
The choice  of the Internet application  and the  Internet 
server has been the result of a screening between existing, 
commercial applications and a feasibility study. 
Microsoft@ NetMeeting'"  is a powerhl tool that enables 
real-time  communications  and  collaboration  over  the 
Internet  or  corporate  Intranet,  providing  standards-based 
audio, video (ITU H.323), and multi-point data conferencing 
support (ITU T. 120). 
Whitepine@  MeetingPointTM provides  a  multimedia 
conference server with features such as multipoint audio and 
video for H.323 conferencing over LAN and WAN Internet- 
based communication . 
The TINA NetMeeting  service allows multiple  users to 
carry  out  audio-  and  videoconferences  in  a  very  flexible 
way, by integrating the mentioned commercial applications 
in the VITAL,  architecture and by taking advantage of the 
TINA Service Session Model. 
In Fig. 3 the white rectangles represent the subset of the 
TINA  computational  objects  (COS)  designed  and 
implemented to build the service, whereas the white ovals 
correspond to the commercial applications. 
Each service specific CO has been mapped on  a COMA 
server.  They  are  composed  of  both,  the  instances 
implementing the service specific behaviour of the CO, and 
an object that is in charge of managing the COMA server 
in terms  of creation  and deletion  of the specific instances 
contained in the server. 
To  integrate  the  service-specific  and  service-common 
logic in the Service Session Manager (SSM) we  followed 
the  interaction approach.  In  the  interaction approach  the 
service specific part (GSS) and the service common logic 
(GSC)  are  executed  in  different  COMA  servers  that 
interact by means of IDL invocations. 
This design choice has the following critical points: 
1. 
2. 
The  service  specific  part  has  to  be  informed  of 
changes in the Session Graph 
There are two  possible control points (the GSS and 
the GSC), and this may introduce drawbacks in terms 
of possible inconsistencies. 
In the GSS, a User Application (ssUAP) proxy object has 
been introduced in order to solve these problems. The proxy 
object offers the RET interfaces to the GSC. The ssUAP 
proxy object filters the message towards the ssUAP and gets 
information about any change in the Session Graph in terms 
of parties added or deleted. 
The ssUAP of the TINA NetMeeting  service  integrates 
the hctionality of Microsoft0 NetMeeting  by interacting 
with the NetMeeting COM component. 
The  COM  technology  (the  Microsoft@  Component 
Object Model)  is also  a  common  interaction paradigm to 
access the services of a  software module  in the Windows 
platforms. 
In  order to access the COM object via  Java  classes we 
took  advantage  of  the  hct that  the  COM  objects  are 
conceptually  similar  to  Microsoft  Java  objects,  and  that 
there are Microsoft tools that translate the Microsoft@-IDL 
describing the COM interface into a Java representation. 
.____..._._--_.--__.__ 
Fig. 3. TINA NetMeeting Computational Objects 
In  TINA  NetMeeting,  the  Internet  Resource  Adapter 
(InteRA)  SSO  is  a  service  support  component,  which 
controls access to the service session for H.323 clients and 
Multi  Conference  Units  (MCUs).  In  a  service  session,  it 
authorises the access to the H.323 conference by receiving 
fiom  the  GSS  invocations  that  depend  on  the  service- 
specific  logic  and  by  sending  to  the  commercial  MCU 
(Meetingpoint)  Telnet commands via an authorised  Telnet 
port. 
In  summary, the  overall  behaviour  of the whole  TINA 
NetMeeting  service  is as follows (see  Fig.  3): each  party 
participates in (and interacts with) a service session via the 
ssUAP, which on its own invokes requests on the GSS, and 
receives  back  both  information  and  indications. The GSS 
performs  execution  invocations  towards  the InteRA  SSO 
that  controls  and  configures  the  commercial  MCU.  This 
configuration  has an  immediate  impact  on  the  audio  and 
video flows that each party receives through the "wrapped" 
Microsoft NetMeeting COM objects. 
Table  3  and  Table  4  show,  the  feature  sets  s 
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respectively the list of interfaces that are returned  by  the 
SSM in the start service  session, join  an  existing  session 
scenarios and the list of interfaces registered by the SSUAP 
in the mentioned scenarios. 
Added  value  service  features include the possibility to 
both  start  a  conference  session  (Basic,  Multiparty  FSs) 
according to a pre-defined conference type (Lecture, Pt-to- 
MPt  Bi-directional, or  MPt-to-MPt),  and  to  re-configure 
(TINANetMeeting FS) the conference topology (during an 
ongoing session) according to a preferred conference type 
(e.g.  fi-om  Lecture  to  MPt-to-MPt).  The  Lecture  type 
resembles a registered lesson transmitted on television: only 
the teacher can conduct the conference by  transmitting the 
own  audio  and  video  to  each  student.  The  Point-to- 
Multipoint type models a face-to-face  lecture in which the 
teacher is the central point, and (s)he interacts with all the 
students.  The Multipoint-to-Multipoint  type  models  the 
most  flexible  conference  type,  in  which  all  parties  can 
modify everything. 
TABLE  3 SSM Interfaces to be returned 
Feature Set 
Basic 
Multiparty 
Multiparty 
Multipartylnd 
Voting 
TINANetMeetingFS 
TINANetMeetingFS 
Feature Set  IDL Interface Name 
IDL Interface Name 
ii-PartyBasicExe 
ii-PartyMultipartyExe 
ii-PartyMultipartyInfo 
ii-PartyMulti partylnd 
ii-PartyVotingInfo 
ii-PartyNMCControlInd 
ii-  PartyNMCControlInfo 
I  TINANetMeetingFS  I ii-ProviderNMSSCootrolReq 
TABLE4 ssUAP Interfaces to be registered 
Also, it is possible to change specific conference aspects 
(TINANetMeeting FS),  as the policy  for  video switching, 
the selection of a certain party as video source (for another 
one,  or  for  the  whole  conference),  and  the  enabling  or 
disabling of audio or video transmission.. 
Furthermore,  TNA  NetMeeting  manages  a  graph 
representation  of  the  conference  topology  that  is  the 
conference session graph maintained by the SSM, in  which 
graph nodes represent  the users,  and  arcs  between  nodes 
represent  audio and video transmission  between  users. At 
any  time,  the  user  can  visualise  the  conference  graph 
(TINANetMeeting FS),  in  which  different nodes represent 
either the conductor or a conference participant and the arcs 
represent audio and video flows. 
Concerning  party  roles,  the  TINA  NetMeeting  service 
supports session ownership, and associates different service 
specific functionality (Multipartyhd,  Voting FSs) with the 
role played by each party, according to the service logic. 
As a  result,  the  integration  of  the  chosen  commercial 
conferencing applications in the VITAL architecture made 
the service user-friendlier and more robust. In  fact, the use 
and control of the multi-conference servers are completely 
transparent to the user: (s)he just indicates the conference 
name and chooses the conference type fi-om the set of pre- 
defined  conference  types.  Consequently,  the  service  can 
manage  a  pool  of  multi-conference  servers  in  order  to 
balance the workload of each of them, and assure  service 
provisioning in case of fault. 
The work  done  to  specify  and  implement  this  service 
demonstrates  that  the  TINA  approach  makes  possible  to 
integrate  Internet  service  applications  in  a  Telecom 
fi-amework. In  particular, TINA access and service session 
concepts [2] are the enabling factor for integrating Internet 
applications  with  traditional telecom  service  applications. 
Consequently, the TINA-oriented service session constitutes 
a  suitable  execution  environment  to  execute  and  inter- 
operate service applications of different kinds. 
B.  TINA Internet Conference Service 
The role of the TINA Internet Conference Service in the 
VITAL experiment was to reinforce that a synergy between 
the  TINA  architecture and  the  Internet  is  feasible. This 
effort challenged  VITAL both  at the Service Architecture 
level and at the Network Resource Architecture level. 
With regard to the Service Architecture, the relationship 
between the Internet-based Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) 
[6] and the TINA call-model was investigated. With regard 
to the Network Resource Architecture, the ability of TINA 
to control IP-multicast networks was challenged. 
In  order to investigate such a  synergy in depth,  certain 
assumptions had to be made about the architecture  of the 
Internet. The Internet was considered to consist of two kinds 
of network technologies: core network technologies which 
make  use  of  the  MBone  [SI)  and  access  network 
technologies  which  can  offer  access  to  IP-based 
workstations  through  to  the  core  networks.  Another 
assumption  was  that  the  workstations  could  not  connect 
directly to core networks, only to access networks. 
IP-multicast was  used  in  the core networks.  IP-unicast 
was used in  the access networks. A Universal Transcoding 
Gateway (UTG) component was interfacing between access 
networks and core networks to perform the IP-multicast <> 
IP-unicast  transcoding.  The  UTG  component  [9]  was 
developed by  UCL under the auspices of the MECCANO 
project. The UTG can enable specific workstations to gain 
access  to the  IP-multicast  networks  and  services. Fig.  4 
illustrates the Internet architecture that was considered. 
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The  goal  of  the  TINA-Internet  synergy  for  the  TINA 
Internet  conference.  service  was  to  allow  TINNODTA 
components to control  end-to-end  connections between  IP 
workstations for the purpose of multimedia conferencing. In 
the core networks IP-multicast groups had to be set up for 
this purpose, while the IP workstations could gain access to 
these  multicast  gioups  over  IP-unicast  via  the  access 
networks and the UTG component. 
Another  important  goal  was  to provide  interworking 
between  SIP and  the TINA  call model.  In  this  way,  SIP 
invitations can be  exchanged between IP  workstations  via 
the TINNODTA components. The latter are able to process 
these invitations in order to authorise the use of the service 
by  contacting  the subsqiption component  and  control the 
IP-multicast connections if the authorisation was successful. 
Achieving  these  goals  demonstrates  that  the  TlNA 
architecture can offer certain benefits to the Internet world, 
such as network  control, service control, subscription  and 
accounting  management together  with  a  powerful  session 
model  that  can  considerably  enhance  the  potential  of 
internet services. On the other hand,  it  demonstrates  that 
TINA can apply for the control of IP-multicast networks and 
the control of Internet-based services. In order to emphasise 
these benefits, four principles were identified and followed 
for  the  deployment  of  the  TINA  Internet  Conference 
Service: 
1.  The  TINNODTA  is  transparent  to  the  IP 
workstations.  No  TINA  components  are added  on 
the IP-workstations. The communication between the 
IP workstations and the access points  is performed 
using Internet protocols. 
2.  The  control  of  the  TINNODTA  components  is 
stopped at the access points. The TINA components 
do not manage resources in the IP workstations. This 
is in  line with  service  provisioning  in  the Internet 
community today. 
3.  Relevant existing VITAL ODTA components are to 
be re-used without any changes to their interfaces. 
4.  The Internet routing mechanisms  are not  altered in 
any way. 
According  to  these  principles,  the  TINNODTA 
components that are normally on the consumer domains are 
moved  to  the  access  points.  -?'he  IP  workstations  can 
communicate  with  these  components  using  Internet 
protocols.  These  components  interface  with  the  other 
TINNODTA components in the standard TINA way. Fig. 5 
shows  the  layout  of  the  TINA  components  as  they  are 
employed for the TINA Internet Conference Service. 
The  following  components  are  placed  at  the  access 
networks: 
0  AP-AA  (Access  Point  Application  Adapter): 
implements the SIP-TINA call model  interworking.  It 
can receive SIP invitations fiom the IP workstations and 
it can interface with the other components of the TINA 
service architecture. 
AP-TCSM (Access Point TCSM): Supports the TCSM 
interfaces to the CSM. Its operation resembles that of 
the TINA TCSM. 
AP-TLA  (Access  Point  TLA):  Supports  the  TLA 
interfaces  to  the  IP-multicast  LNC.  Its  operation 
resembles that of the TINA TLA. 
UTG:  This  component  is  controlled  by  the  AP-TLA 
component  to  enable  connections  from  the  IP 
workstations  to  the  IP-multicast  networks.  This  is 
achieved  by  performing  IP-unicast  <>  IP-multicast 
transcoding.  The  communication  between  the  IP 
workstation and the UTG is over IP-unicast. The UTG 
tool can also provide  additional  fimctionality, such as 
rate  limiting  or,  if  necessary,  fiame  dropping.  This 
fimctionality was not used in VITAL. 
0 
The  applications  that  are  used  for  inviting  to  and 
participating  in  Internet  conferences  were  taken  off-the- 
shelf 
0  VIC: a packet video tool, which supports a number of 
coding strategies. The H.261 is employed in the case of 
VITAL,. 
RAT: a packet audio tool. High quality audio is used in 
VITAL.  RAT  is  an  enhanced  version  that  UCL 
provided based on the previous VAT tool. 
WB: a shared whiteboard tool. It allows users to share a 
common workspace, on which they can draw, type or 
project slides to each other. 
SDR:  a  conference  management  tool,  which,  among 
other  functions,  enables  sendingreceiving  SIP 
invitations and joiningleaving multimedia conferences. 
This  tool  can  also  be  used  for  sendingreceiving 
announcements to multi-party multi-media  conferences 
with  the  Session  Announcement  Protocol  (SAP)  [7]. 
However, in VITAL only the SIP feature is used. Once 
an invitation to a conference is accepted, the SDR tool 
starts  automatically  the  VIC,  the  RAT  and  the  WB 
tools. 
0 
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The VIC, RAT and WB  tools work with either IP-unicast 
or  IP-multicast.  In  VITAL,  IP-multicast  is  used  at  the 
network level in the core Internet for the services. However, 
IP-unicast  is  used  in  all  the  connections  to  the  UTG 
component in the access network. 
Fin. 6 illustrates how these applications are integrated on 
the IP workstations.. 
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Fig. 6. TINA-Internet Conference applications 
The  Internet  Conference  Service  was  demonstrated  in 
VITAL. The demonstration scenario features a student and a 
private tutor. Both  the  student and the tutor are using  IP 
workstations,  which  have  the Internet applications  of  the 
Internet  Conference  Service.  The  IP  workstations  are 
unaware of TINA. The student can send a SIP invitation to 
the private  tutor.  The invitation is picked up at  the  access 
network to which the student is attached and it is processed 
like a  TINA  invitation. When  the  invitation reaches  the 
access network  of the tutor it  is converted back  to a  SIP 
invitation.  When  the  tutor  accepts  the  invitation,  the 
connection management component allows the IP-multicast 
connections  for  the  conference  by  controlling  the  UTG 
components at the access networks. The SDR tool starts the 
multimedia conference tools for the multimedia conference 
once the invitation is accepted and the network is set up. 
V.  CONCLUSIONS 
VITAL  has  proved  that  TINA  is  flexible  enough  to 
embrace  different  kinds  of  services,  going  from  simple 
supplementary  services  to  more  complex 
telecommunication,  information and management  services. 
The  TINA  NetMeeting  and  TINA  Internet  Conference 
Services  reinforce  this  idea  by  proving  that  TINA  can 
actually  be  used  together  with  existent  commercial 
applications and still bring extra fimctionality and add value 
to the Internet business world. 
VITAL  has  indeed  deployed  a  heterogeneous  set  of 
services, which challenged the TINA architecture in  many 
different ways  and  proved  that  one  of the major  benefits 
presented  by  TINA  is  definitely its  service  and  network 
control  integration capabilities. 
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TABLE  5 Mapping between VITAL Criteria and VITAL Services 
DVAC 
Chat 
Jukebox 
Slide Show 
Digital Library 
TINA 
NetMeeting 
TINA  Internet 
Conference 
User Reeistration 
On-line 
Subscription 
Off-line 
Subscription 
Resource 
Configuration 
Legend: 
Subsvstems: AS: Access Session Control; SS: Service Session Control; SM: Subscription Management; CM: Connection Management; RCM: Resource 
Configuration Management 
Feature Sets: FSI: Basic FS; FS2: Multiparty Feature Set; FS3: MultipartyInd Featureset; FS4: ControlSR Feature Set; FS5: ControlSRInd Feature Set; FS6: 
ParticipantSB Feature Set;  FS7: ParticipantSBInd Feature Set; FS8: Voting Feature Set, FS9: TINANetMeeting  FS 
-  NA =  Not applicable 
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